Introduction Introduction
A few kilometres from Arles in the south of France it is possible to see the impressive remains of a Gallo· Roman corn mill at Barbegal (Fig. 1) , that was probably powered by 16 over·shot water wheels. These were arranged in two parallel cascades running down either side of a single large building constructed on the slope of a hill. In attempting to assess the significance of this remarkable complex it must be remembered that there is clear archaeological evidence of earlier but much smaller water mills in the Greco-Roman world and
A Barbegal, situé à quelques kilomètres d'Arles dans le sud de la France, on peut découvrir les impressionnants vestiges d'un moulin à grain gallo-romain (voir

roues mises en mouvement par des chutes d'eau. Celles-ci étaient disposées en cascades parallèles de chaque côté d'un seul grand bâtiment construit sur le flanc d'une colline. Pour essayer de comprendre la signification de cet ensemble remarquable, il faut se rappeler qu'il existe des témoignages archéologiques
evidence also that water driven corn mills remained in use in various parts of the former Roman Empire after that ceased to exist and probably through to the middle ages where their construction and use becomes much more in evidence again. Barbegal has proved rather difficult to date with confidence but it is now thought to have been built in the 4th century AD despite its style of construction which appears to imitate a neighbouring lst century aquaduct. Although Barbegal today is neither so complete nor so large as the better known Pont-du-Gard some 60 km to the West it is probable that it was the first large industrial unit (factory) not powered by slaves or animaIs and that it was not surpassed in size or power consumption, in Europe at least, for many centuries afterwards. What is still clear today is that it was planned and constructed as a single unit, the site was chosen with great care and skill, the water to drive it was brought up to 9 km in a specially constructed single-purpose aqueduct and that it could have had a flour output sufficient to feed a large part of the Gallo-Roman population of Arles at that time.
The mill structure, shown in Figure 2 , is built on a short steep hillside which faces south at a slope of 30°. Its ground plan, based on the original reconstruction frrst published by F. Benoit [1 J, is shown in Figure 3 .
It has been constructed on a rocky surface now almost bare of vegetation and topsoil and does not coincide with any natural drainage course. The engineer responsible for its construction chose this site because it gave a concentrated fall (20 m in 60 m horizontal distance) yet lies in an open position in which the construction of a large masonry building (50 x 20 m) would not provetoo difficult. The site is also one to which easy access is available at the bottom by a road constructed along the foot of the slope, and with reasonable access at the. top for the aqueduct qlrrying the water. The level ground at the foot of the slope was probably occupied by a marsh which is known to have been drained in the 17th century. There are signs that a channel contemporary with the mill was excavated across this marsh to carry the water from the mill in the direction of natural drainage. The 0011 was supplied with water at its upper level by an aqueduct thought to have followed a route where possible which allowed it to be constructed in a trench just below ground level but it was forced to cross a shallow valley elevated on a masonry structure for its last 400 m before it gained the low east-west ridge on the far side of which the mill was situated. Figure 4 shows a longitudinal prome and section through the site of the mill and the remains of the aqueduct adjacent to it. One of the most striking features of this site is the vertical sided cutting, Figure 5 and 6, known locally as the "peiro troucado", excavated through the crest of the ridge to allow the aqueduct to . reach the South side so avoiding the need for a much higher and longer aqueduct arcade across the valley to the north.
_-----------------------,
Various estimates have been made of the probable output of flour from Barbegal on the basis of all the miIIs operating at the same time. This is discussed in greater detail in a 1ater section but an upper value would now appear to be 9 tonnes per 24 hours which, if a 12 hour working day is assumed, gives 1640 tonnes per annum.
Excavation and interpretation of the site
Where the mill aqueduct crosses the valley above ground 1evel, just before it reaches the ridge on which the mill is situated, a second aqueduct runs parallel and very close to it with the bed of its channel some 0.6 m above that of the one feeding the mill. This second aqueduct makes a sharp right-angle turn (Fig. 7) to the West on reaching the ridge, as shown in Figure 5 , which it then skirts on its way to Arles which it once supplied with water.
A local historian, writing at the end of the 18th century, concluded that both these aqueducts had carried water to Arles and that the structure on the southward facing s10pe of the ridge was the remains of a sett1ing reservoir of a type fair1y common in Roman water supply systems. Having noticed the difference in the bed levels of the two aqueducts he also conc1uded that the water from the lower one -which flowed through "the reservoir" -must have made its way independently to Arles on sorne structure now completely lost. A contemporary writer, who had examined the site more carefully, thought that it represented a reservoir divided into three major basins and a number of minor ones and thought that it had fonned one of six Imperial c10th factories which were known to have been established. The same writer noted fragments of basalt mill wheellying at the foot of the slope and conc1uded that these had served for grinding colouring pigment for c10th dying. Another local historian writing a Httle later recognised these millstones as of a type suitable for grinding corn and he therefore conc1uded that the site had had a double function -c10th finishing and corn grinding. A gennan archaeologist writing about the aqueducts of Nimes and Arles in 1910 accepted this double function theory but J. Fonnige writing in 1924 [2] took the view that the sites sole function had been flour milling.
A systematic excavation of the mill was planned in 1935 and carried out in 1937 and 1938 by F. Benoit. He published a full report [1] of his investigations in 1940 in which he conc1uded that this structure was definitely not a reservoir built on the side of a hill but a mill building designed to be powered by water wheels arranged in two parallel cascades down the slope, one on each side of the building. His ability to reconstruct a detailed ground plan and elevation, Figure 3 and 4, of the mill was due to his careful excavation of the lower parts of the mill channels where, in arder to get the maximum benefit from the available drop in head, the water channels and the chambers containing the mill wheel axle supports had been constructed below ground level. These water passages and chambers below ground level had become mled with silt and debris soon after the mill fell into disuse and this had not only preserved the masonry structure there in good order but it had a1so preserved the calcareous encrustations which were found to have formed on the water passage walls giving clear confinnation of their use and a1so by the manner in which these deposits had been formed and eroded suggesting ways in which the water wheels had been controlled by the deflection of water through openings in the mill chutes. C.L. Sagui writing in 1948 [3] made estimates of the hydraulic power available at this site and also of the flour output. The two important quantities to be determined in arriving at the power availability are the head and the discharge. The total head across the mill can be measured today and is approximately 20 m but the discharge value is much more difficult to determine. Sagui measured the width of the approach acqueduct and found it to be 0.8 m (and this can be confirmed, see Fig. 7 ) but he also states that he saw deposits which suggested that the depth of flow in the aqueduct had been 0.5 m. Today such marks are only visible in the Arles aqueduct where it appears that the depth of flow was nearer 1 m. He then goes on to base his calculations on a discharge of 1 m 3 /s which implies that he is adopting a mean velocity of 2.5 mis in the mill aqueduct which is very high. The problem of water consumption will be discussed again later but it is sufficient to say here that the high discharge value adopted by Sagui leads to a power availability at each of the 16 water wheels which he believed would have been sufficient for each to drive two grindstones and his estimate of flour output is therefore based on 32 units. This he calculates to be 28 tonnes in 24 hours or enough to feed 80,000 people.
As weil as the water consumption and flour output figures there remains another problem of interpretation in connection with the upper part of the mill site where the remains of two massive masonry walls set at an angle to the mill building enclose a triangular space between the tennination of the aqueduct channel and the upper wall of the mill (see Fig. 3 ). These two inclined walls together with the missing upper end wall of the building have always been accepted as forming a distribution reservoir feeding the two mill channels but this interpretation is now in doubt as a stability analysis carried out for the missing third wall -the foundation bench cut in the rock is clearly visible and measurable -shows that is could not have retained water safely to the required depth.
The mill aqueduct : new estima tes of discharge and flour production Of the two aqueducts which cross the valley to the North of Barbegal (Fig. 5 ) the easterly one leading to the mill was supported for the most part on a continous masonry substructure or wall. The more westerly Arles aqueduct had a channel bed which ran at a higher level than that of its companion which made it more economic to be constructed as a continuous arcade, a fonu conunonly associated with Roman aqueducts although used in reality over a very small proportion of their total route length. It is thought that the Arles aqueduct was built first because the line of its companion can be seen (Fig. 2) to deflect strongly in a westerly direction at its junction with the mill enabling the mill to be orientated in the most advantageous direction on the slope of the hill.
Probably because the mill aqueduct was constructed on a solid substructure in the region close to the rock cutting, the "peiro troucado", much of this remains today. Enough in fact to make the measurement of aqueduct bed gradient a possibility. Figure 5 a) the aqueduct builders did not work to a very precise bed gradient and here it should be remembered that a short length of adverse gradient would not seriously affect the functioning ot the aqueduct; b) parts of the aqueduct substructure built on alluvial material may have settled more than other parts, probably immediately after construction; c) the whole area may have tilted to the north due to crustal deformation along the margin of the Mediterranean basin during the last 1700 years; d) the level measurements may be in error.
The level traverses aIl closed within acceptable limits and were repeated a number of times so that (d) seems unlikely but it is possible that sorne of the measurements did not in fact lie on the original bed of the channel due to local damage or repair of the lining mate rial. The substructure under station 1 is far enough away from the ridge to have suffered settlement but it is difficult to see why 3A should have gone down when 2 did not. The possibility of a general tilting of the whole area can be resolved in the future if levels can be taken of the aqueduct bed at sorne point on the north side of the valley where the aqueduct is once more resting on bed-rock and these related to levels at station 3. It is quite possible that one day these levels will be seen to have been affected by more than one of the above factors and maybe others as weIl.
It will now be seen that it is not possible at present to establish the discharge by first determining the aqueduct gradient. However, from experience with sewers of about the same dimensions, it would seem that a mean velocity of 1 mis is much more probable in this case than the 2.5 mis implied in Sagui's calculations. Another quite separate aspect of the discharge problem which should be considered is the discharge capacity of an overshot waterwheel of the dimensions used here. A wheel diameter of about 2.1 m fits in with the measurements of the mill channels and an effective (inner) wheel width of 0,7 m is the greatest that could be accommodated with safety in the stone channels 1 m wide. Assurning a speed of rotation of 10 r.p.m. and an equivalent uniform bucket depth of 0. It now appears that the potential power available from this aqueduct was 60 kW, not Sagui's value of 196 kW and, if his 65 % efficiency is accepted, each waterwheel could now have generated 2 kW compared with the previous figure Of 6.6 kW. However, a millstone of 0.9 m diameter -the size suggested by the fragments found -has been estimated to need 3.6 kW at an assumed speed of 53 r.p.m. so that it now looks as though this speed of rotation may not have been realised here and the estimated output of milled flour must be reduced accordingly from 40 to 24 kg per hour per stone. It is also quite c1ear that there was never any possibility of each waterwheel powering two grindstones (as Sagui calculated) so the maximum flour production now stands at 9 tonnes per 24 hours continuous output for the whole mill.
Les translations de niveau ne varient que dans des limites acceptables et ont été répétées plusieurs fois. La solution (d) parait donc improbable, mais il est possible que certaines mesures n'aient pas été faites dans le lit original du canal à cause d'une détérioration locale ou d'une réparation du matériau du revêtement. L'infrastructure
Time lost due to the maintenance needs of the aqueduct and the mill machinery must have been large and in addition there must have been interruptions due to inadaquate supplies of grain or water as weIl as normal management and labour disruptions. It would therefore seem reasonable to assume a 50 % load factor for the mill and this cuts its average flour production down to 4.5 tonnes per day or enough to feed a population of 12,500 based on a consumption unit of 350 g per day. This corresponds c10sely enough to estimates of the size of population of Arles in the fourth century AD so that it would now appear that Sagui was incorrect in assuming a substantial export trade in milled grain from Arles at that period due to Barbegal alone.
The mill and the water distribution arrangements Une of the more obvious features of the Barbegal site is that water was supplied by a single channel cut through the crest of the ridge, Figure 6 , at the upper end and was discharged by a double channel arrangement at the bottom. The arrangements at the lower end were made clear by Benoit's excavations and these still remain su bstantially open to inspection, Figure 8 . It was by a process of backward extrapolation from these low chambers and water channels that Benoit was able to arrive at his reconstruction of the whole mill, Figure 3 and 4. There is nothing in the remains today (Fig. 2) to contradict his scheme of a double eight-stage water mill arrangement with each waterwheel contained in its own step in the channel and each millstone assembly housed in the corresponding internaI chamber in the mill building.
The mill structure can be considered as five longitudinal divisions. The two outer ones, shown in Figure 9 and 10 respectively, being essentially masonry walls 3.5 m thick, each containing a stepped mill water course. The two next to these consist of stepped rooms containing the mill machinery probably of several stories each, while the remaining central divisions consisted originally of an access passage inc1uding timber platforms and timber and masonry stairs. This permitted the movement of grain and flour between 
Dispositifs du moulin et de la distribution d'eau
Une des caractéristiques les plus évidentes du site de Barbegal est le fait qu'il était alimenté en eau par un seul canal percé au sommet de la crête (Fig. 6) (Fig. 8) (Fig. 2) 
. C'est en partant, en sens inverse, de l'installation du bas et des canaux que Benoit a pu arriver a reconstituer tout le moulin (Figures 3 et 4). Rien dans les vestiges d'aujourd'hui
l'origine d'un passage d'accès comprenant des plates-formes en bois et des marches en bois et
the entrance to the building (centre front) and the individual mill roOlns. The lower courses of many of these internai walls are standing today, the plan being fairly complete on the E. side of the building and rather less so on the W. A systematic arrangement in four rows of 14 large stones, or their foundation platforms, are thought to have supported a system of pillars which probably carried a timber and tile roof across the whole mill building. This may well have been stepped in elevation in Hne with the internai mill chamber arrangements as shown in Sagui's reconstruction of the mill, Figure 11 . Whether the roof covered the three central divisions of the building in a single pitch or was constructed separately over the two mill chamber divisions with an auxiliary unpitched roof, following the slope of the hill, over the central access corridor cannot now be determined.
To judge from Figure II Sagui had experienced sorne difficulty with the roof, or had not appreciated the problem, because his drawing leaves the matter unresolved. One point is c1ear; he had access to Benoit's drawings when he prepared his own reconstruction. If Benoit's positioning of the 8 waterwheels is correct du moulin comme il est indiqué dans la reconstitution du moulin par Sagui (Fig. 11) (Fig. 4) ( Fig. 4) there are some interesting points which arise and which he discusses in his report. A millstone must be mounted with its shaft vertical and a waterwheel of this type with its shaft horizontal. This means that a satisfactory right-angled gearing is required and that the millstones must either be on a floor above the waterwheel shaft or on a floor below. Looking at the profile and section in Figure 4 it seems most probable that the millstones in chambers 1-3 were mounted above their wheels and those in 4-8 below. There are certainly small recesses constructed below the floor 1evel in chambers 1-3 (on the far side of the shaft opening in Fig. 8 ) which would have housed the inboard waterwheel axle bearing, the millstone shaft lower bearing and the gearing. For chambers 4 and upwards this arrangement would have been reversed which explains why the floor of chamber 4 is without any such low level recess and why it is benched into the hillside to a greater extent than its neighbours. Sagui is probably correct then in assuming that the central part of the mill building would have risen to several stories although his drawing does not agree with the site, or with Benoit's elevation, in his positioning of the lower water wheels. The lowest ones (chamber 1) would certainly have been out of sight probab1y below ground level (Fig. 8) .
The triangular space at the top of the site has always been assumed to have formed a distribution reservoir for the two mill channels. Of the three walls enclosing this space substantial parts of the two diagonally inclined ones remain ( Fig. 12 and 13 ) indicating that these were at least 2.5, thick. AlI that remains of the third wall however, which also formed the upper end wall of the mill building, is a carefully eut and clearly visible foundation bench some 1. 1 m wide shown in Figure 13 and running the full width of the building. If this space did in fact contain a distribution reservoir then the missing wall must have successfully withstood a hydrostatic pressure distribution on its uphill side (Fig. 8) .
On a toujours pensé que l'espace triangulaire en haut du site formait un réservoir de distribution pour les deux canaux du moulin. Des trois murs entourant cet espace, il reste encore une assez bonne partie des deux murs inclinés diagonalement (Fig. 12 et 13) corresponding to the level of the water surface in the reservoir relative to the base of the wall. Whether or not the reservoir bottom was fomled on a horizontal platfonn constructed behind the end wall is not likely to have affected significantly the horizontal loading on this wall unless the reservoir was essentially watertight and the supporting structure, now vanished, very well drained. What can be easily demonstrated is that if this wall, with a base width not exceeding 1. 1 m, had been subjected to an upstream hydrostatic pressure distribution over its full height due to a water level equal to the inferred level of entry to the mill channels then its factor of safety against overtuming would have been 0.3 and against failure by sliding 0.85. This situation would have been impossible. Even if a sufficiently shallow and watertight reservoir had been successfully constructed on an adequately drained base it seems very probable that at sometime during the useful lifetime of the mill (thought to have been 100 years) the drainage would have become blocked and again failure of the wall would have occured. This dangerous situation could easily have been avoided by providing a simple channel fork where the aqueduct leaves the rock cutting (the rock walls are in fact cut back at the correct angle for the last 2 m of the cutting) and running two separate channels out over the very substantial diverging walls still remaining and shown in Figure 12 . This reconstruction of the water distribution arrangements avoids altogether the need for a reservoir and was first suggested by AJ. Parker [4] . It would appear to be supported strongly by the difference in thickness of the walls under consideration; 2.5 m for the diverging walls and 1. 1 m for the foundation of the transverse wall. The only requirement that this scheme makes on the transverse wall in that there should have been some provision for drainage to prevent rain water and seepage from the aqueduct from accumulating in the enc10sed space fonned by the three walls.
A feature of the diverging walls which, perhaps more than any other single factor was taken to support the reservoir theory is the existence of an opening high up in each, see Figure 12 , with their lower sills 1.4 and 0.7 m respectively below the present day levels of the tops of the walls. These were interpreted as drainage openings serving a reservoir with its bottom at the sill level and used from time to time to flush out silt. If this was so it is difficult to see why an opening was provided on each side as a single one would have served one reservoir well enough and made the provision of a drainage channel to carry the water from here to the foot of the slope and clear of the mill area much simpler.
There are c1ear signs of a boundary wall having enclosed the mill building and a surrounding ground area. The regular stepped foundation can be seen on the left of Figure 2 and the full plan has been drawn in by Benoit, Figure 3 . This wall could have caused further problems if water had been released from these openings in large quantities. Alternatively, it is possible that they were part of a flow control or diversion (Fig. 3) . Ce mur aurait pu être la source d'autres problèmes si l'eau avait été évacuée par ces ouvertures en grande quantité.
Il est également possible qu'elles aient fait partie structure in the twin channels that it is suggested ran along the top of these diverging walls. Finally, on this point, it is not clear what purpose a distribution reservoir could have served at this location. Hs water storage capacity would have been insignificant and if a settlement tank had been required to trap sediment carried by the water an appropriate structure could have been provided much more easily further back along the aqueduct.
The Gallo-roman mil! at Barbegal has clearly been of great interest to local historians and archaeologists particularly in relation to the economic and industrial organisation of the late Roman empire and it can also praye to be of interest to hydraulic engineers concerned with the early history of man's control over water and its useful application. This site must be one of very few constructed and operated and fallen into ruin before the industrial revolution in the West on which it is possible to make numerical estimates of discharges, power availability and output which help to put it and other early engineering works into context today. 
